Two experiments examined age-related differences in sequence learning using computerized versions of the D. O. Hebb (1961) paradigm. In this learning task, the participant executes immediate serial recall of 24 supraspan sequences. Without the participants' knowledge, 1 sequence is presented several times. Repetition leads to improved recall of this repeated sequence relative to random sequences. Results showed a dissociation in age-related learning deficits depending on the nature of the to-be-remembered material. The effect of repetition is similar for younger and older adults with familiar and unfamiliar verbal material (words and pseudowords) but is significantly reduced in older adults when learning is assessed with a visuospatial version of Hebb's supraspan learning task (P. M. Corsi, 1972) .
It is well established that memory for order information is impaired in older adults (e.g., see the meta-analysis of Spencer & Raz, 1995) . Older adults demonstrate difficulties in reconstructing the order of lists of words, pictures, and activities (e.g., Vriezen & Moscovitch, 1990) as well as in judging the comparative recency of two items (e.g., McCormack, 1982) . This evidence for age sensitivity in memory for order might lead one to expect that an age deficit will also be observed in sequence learning. Sequence learning involves the acquisition of knowledge about the order of objects or events and the use of such representations to modify people's behavior accordingly. Despite the general difficulty of older adults with order information, there are a few studies suggesting that ability to learn sequential order can be relatively well preserved at least under some conditions. Age deficits were not observed when participants were tested with the original version of the serial reaction time task (D. V. Howard & Howard, 1989 , 1992 , with the artificial grammar paradigm (Meulemans & Van der Linden, 1997) , or with Hebb's paradigm (Gagnon & Winocur, 1996; Heron & Craik, 1964) . In all of the previous tasks, participants were exposed to repeated sequences or regularities. Performance improved on the repeated material relative to nonrepeated material or chance.
Among the methods that were used to study the effect of old age on sequence learning, the paradigm developed by Hebb (1961) offers the possibility to examine the interaction between short-term maintenance of sequences and long-term memory influences as well as the possibility to study how learning fluctuates according to the nature of the stimuli. In this task, the participant is asked to memorize a short sequence of items followed immediately by serial recall of the items. The original Hebb paradigm involves a series of 24 trials of this type. Among the trials, one sequence is repeated without the participant being informed. Generally, the repeated sequence is presented eight times overall, every three trials (e.g., 3, 6, 9, . . . , 24) . For Hebb, the immediate serial recall task provided a pure example of brain activity associated with the short-term retention of information (i.e., activity trace). Yet recall of the repeated sequence improves relative to that of the random sequences, suggesting that a long-lasting structural trace develops even though it is not demanded by the task (Hebb, 1961) . This learning effect has been observed in younger adults using several types of verbal material: digits (Bower & Winzenz, 1969; Hebb, 1961) , words (Sechler & Watkins, 1991) , and letters (Cunningham, Healy, & Williams, 1984) . It has also been observed when sequences are composed of visuospatial stimuli (Corsi, 1972) .
Some studies have investigated the effect of old age on sequence learning in Hebb's paradigm (Hebb, 1961) . For example, Caird (1966) concluded that learning a repeated sequence of digits was equivalent in participants whose age spanned over 6 decades (from 11 to 70 years). In contrast, Heron and Craik (1964, Experiments 1 and 2) found that older adults were less able to learn a repeated sequence of digits presented in a foreign language. Gagnon and Winocur (1996) presented preliminary findings on the effect of aging on both verbal and visuospatial sequence learning using Hebb's paradigm. Age differences were observed only with the spatial version, suggesting that aging could have a differential effect on various types of sequence learning. However, Gagnon and Winocur's results need to be reproduced in a context offering better controls. Important methodological problems in previous studies also limit the conclusions that can be drawn. The most important is that none of the previous studies performed a systematic control of the presentation parameters of the sequences. Therefore, the delay between repeated sequences was not carefully controlled. It is known that the typically slower response production of older adults (Salthouse & Babcock, 1991) leads to increased delay between trials, possibly reducing or even abolishing sequence learning (Melton, 1963) . Furthermore, the rate of presentation was not controlled. Temporal variation between repetitions is known to reduce sequence learning (Bower & Winzenz, 1969) . Another issue concerns the lack of specific criteria to select older participants. Consequently, differences attributed to age might be due to physical limitations, differences in intellectual abilities, or even pathological aging (see Caird, 1964) . The aim of this article is to clarify the role of age in sequence learning using a modified version of the paradigm developed by Hebb. We also wish to examine the issue of a likely age-related dissociation between verbal and visuospatial supraspan learning.
Experiment 1
The objective of the first experiment was to clarify the role of old age on sequence learning of verbal stimuli. A computerized version of the Hebb learning paradigm was developed to allow better control over timing parameters such as the duration of sequences, the time allocated to recall each sequence, and the delay between occurrences of the repeated sequence, all being likely modulators of the Hebb effect (Bower & Winzenz, 1969; Melton, 1963) .
In this experiment, we also aimed to asses the generality of supraspan learning in older adults and to examine how familiarity of the material could have an influence on supraspan learning. This latter issue is quite important considering that a familiarity interpretation was put forward to explain age-related differences on a visuospatial learning task; it was suggested that differences in supraspan learning could perhaps be attributed to the lack of familiarity with the visuospatial material (Gagnon & Winocur, 1996) . This version used spatial positions more or less randomly displayed on a board.
We included a classic manipulation of item familiarity in immediate serial recall tasks; lists of to-be-recalled items were composed of words or pseudowords (Besner & Davelaar, 1982; Hulme, Maughan, & Brown, 1991; Saint-Aubin & Poirier, 2000) . Pseudowords do not exist in the participant's language but they follow the structure of real words and are easy to pronounce. Because these stimuli are not part of the lexicon, their recall depends on weaker representations (i.e., the only memory is that formed during the experiment) than those associated with familiar words.
Method Participants
Thirty younger (12 men and 18 women) and 30 older (15 men and 15 women) healthy adults volunteered to participate in this experiment. French native speakers responded to an advertisement placed in a local newspaper of Trois-Rivières, Québec, Canada, area or to advertisements posted on boards on Université Laval's campus. The age of younger participants varied between 19 and 29 years (M ϭ 21.90, SD ϭ 2.45), and the age of older participants varied between 64 and 85 years (M ϭ 70.00, SD ϭ 4.97). All participants were healthy and did not report any history of health problems known to influence cognitive functioning (e.g., neurologic or psychiatric disorder; persistent abuse of alcohol or drugs). All older adults were autonomous and lived at home independently. Older participants were screened for abnormal cognitive decline using the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) . The average score on the MMSE was 28. All participants obtained scores that were above the cutoff of 25 for this instrument. Younger adults averaged more years of education (M ϭ 14.98, SD ϭ 1.43) than older adults (M ϭ 12.30, SD ϭ 3.76), t(59) ϭ 5.21, p Ͻ .01. However, verbal intelligence, as estimated by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised Vocabulary subtest (Wechsler, 1981) , did not differ between younger (M ϭ 54.07, SD ϭ 4.54) and older (M ϭ 54.70, SD ϭ 10.97) adults (t Ͻ 1).
Materials
Two separate tasks were administered to all participants: a span task and the Hebb's supraspan learning task. All participants completed the two tasks twice, once with words and once using pseudowords. The two sets-words and pseudowords-were selected to have the same overall reading times. The nine words were continent, entrevue (interview), dése-spoir (despair), visiteur (visitor), récompense (recompense), atelier (shop), légende (legend), poésie ( poetry), and historien (historian). This list of words had a medium subjective frequency of occurrence (M ϭ 3.88, SD ϭ 0.89) and an average imagery level (M ϭ 4.40, SD ϭ 0.77) according to francophone norms published by Desrochers and Bergeron (2000) . All words had two to four syllables. None of the words shared the same meaning. Pseudowords were chosen from a pool of pseudowords originally created by Verreault (1998) . The pseudowords were mougrun, franat, joupir, arèse, gafin, inchrie, pouque, berchaud, and klorale. Each had one to three syllables. All words and pseudowords had a different starting letter as well as a different pronunciation.
In the span tasks, 16 sequences of words and 16 sequences of pseudowords were generated for each participant. Each sequence was generated randomly without replacement and contained up to nine items. In the supraspan learning tasks, 2 sets of 16 sequences that contained also up to 9 items were randomly generated for each participant. The serial position of each of the items within a sequence was equiprobable. One sequence was presented 8 times, whereas the 15 other sequences were presented each once. The repeated sequence was presented every three trials starting at Trial 2 and continuing to Trial 23 (2, 5, 8, . . . , 23) . We refer to Trial 2 as the initial occurrence of the repeated sequence and Trial 5 as the first repetition of the repeated sequence. Each presentation of the repeated sequence was preceded and followed by a random sequence. In total, each experimental condition included 23 sequences. Note that the last occurrence of the repeated sequence was not followed by a random sequence.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually. Instructions and stimuli were presented visually in white on a blue computer screen. Stimuli were presented using a large font (New York, Size 40) to ensure that all participants could easily read them. Both the word and pseudoword span estimation tasks were administered before the two supraspan learning tasks. Administration of word and pseudoword versions of the span and supraspan tasks was counterbalanced among participants.
Span task. Instructions for the span task informed the participant that two blocks of lists would be presented. One was exclusively made out of words and the other out of pseudowords. Participants were told that each list could contain two to nine items in total. After the presentation of the last item of a list, they were asked to recall orally the entire sequence of items. Participants were encouraged to guess when they were unsure about an item and/or its position within the list. When unable to recall one item of the list, participants were asked to say "blanc" ("blank" in English). Two practice trials of three items were given before each span task. Items that made up the sequences in the practice trials were no longer used in the experimental trials. In order to make sure that the participants had no problem pronouncing the selected list of pseudowords, we asked the participants to read the list of pseudowords out loud twice prior to the span tasks.
Span was assessed using the staircase procedure developed by Watkins (1977; Brooks & Watkins, 1990) . In this procedure, list length is adjusted at each trial on the basis of the participant's performance on the preceding trial. All participants began with a list that contained four items. The following 15 lists were each adjusted on a trial-by-trial basis. If the preceding trial showed perfect performance, list length was increased by one item; if, however, the participant made a mistake on the preceding trial, then list length was shortened by one item. Span was computed by averaging the length of the last 12 lists out of 16 as well as the list length of the 17th trial. Although the latter was never presented, its length could be extracted from the participant's performance on the 16th (last) list. This procedure closely approximates a span measure defined as the list length for which there is a 50% probability of correct recall.
Each trial began with the presentation of a series of asterisks for 1,500 ms, followed by an empty screen for 800 ms. Items within a sequence were then sequentially presented in the center of the screen for 1,800 ms using an interitem interval of 400 ms. The end of the sequence was signaled by a delay of 700 ms, followed by a series of exclamation marks that remained on the computer screen for 3,000 ms. Participants used this cue to start their oral recall of the sequence of items. Recall was manually recorded by the experimenter. A tape recorder was used to validate manual coding.
Hebb's supraspan learning task. Two supraspan learning tasks were administered. Participants performed the supraspan task on two blocks of lists (words and pseudowords). Instructions were similar to those in span tasks, with the exception that participants were informed that the length of the lists would no longer vary. The number of items to be recalled was adjusted so that it corresponded to each individual's span rounded to the closest whole number plus one item (span ϩ 1). A fixed response time window (20 s) was given to participants to recall the sequence. Three practice trials were presented before each experimental block. After a 10-min break, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised Vocabulary subtest was administered to all participants. Younger adults were asked to fill out a health questionnaire, whereas the MMSE was given to all older participants. The entire testing session lasted approximately 2 hr.
Results

Span Task
Mean span for younger adults with words and pseudowords was 4.32 (SD ϭ 0.49) and 4.05 (SD ϭ 0.60), respectively, whereas mean span for older adults was 3.81 (SD ϭ 0.51) with words and 3.54 (SD ϭ 0.52) with pseudowords. A mixed factorial 2 ϫ 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed to test differences on span scores considering age (younger vs. older) and familiarity (words vs. pseudowords) as independent variables, the latter being a within-subject factor. Span scores were significantly lower in older adults, F(1, 58) ϭ 16.49, MSE ϭ 7.99, p Ͻ .01. Span was higher when words were used as stimuli rather than pseudowords, F(1, 59) ϭ 25.11, MSE ϭ 2.18, p Ͻ .01. There was no significant interaction between material familiarity and age (F Ͻ 1).
Hebb's Supraspan Learning Task
In the supraspan learning task, the primary measure of performance is the proportion of items correctly recalled at their appropriate serial positions. As learning is expected to increase with repetition, learning was compared at different times. On the basis of Fallon and Tehan's (2001) procedure, we grouped trials in three blocks to create a more stable estimation of performance. Block 1 represents average serial recall on the first three trials (Trials 1-3). This score included performance on two random sequences and on the first occurrence of the repeated sequence. Repeated sequence performance in Block 2 was the average of Trials 5, 8, and 11, whereas in Block 3, it was the average of Trials 14, 17, and 20. Random sequence performance in Block 2 corresponded to the average of the remaining trials from 4 to 12, and in Block 3 it was based on trials 13-21.
Performance in Block 1. Average serial recall accuracy in Block 1 for younger and older adults reached 0.65 (SD ϭ 0.03) and 0.64 (SD ϭ 0.03), respectively, when tested with words and 0.50 (SD ϭ 0.04) and 0.49 (SD ϭ 0.04) when tested with pseudowords. The analysis revealed that serial recall in the first three trials of the learning task is equivalent for younger and older adults, including both types of stimuli (words and pseudowords; ts Ͻ 1).
Learning of the repeated sequence (Blocks 2 and 3). The effect of age on the immediate serial recall of random and repeated sequences in Blocks 2 and 3 for word and pseudoword conditions is depicted in Figures 1A and 1B, respectively.
Separate mixed factorial ANOVAs (2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2) were conducted for the word and pseudoword conditions. The factors included were Age (younger vs. older) ϫ Type of Sequences (random vs. repeated sequences) ϫ Block of Trials (2 vs. 3). In the word condition, the repeated sequence was better recalled than the random sequences, F(1, 58) ϭ 30.44, MSE ϭ 0.88, p Ͻ .01. There also was a main effect of block of trials, F(1, 58) ϭ 9.70, MSE ϭ 0.16, p Յ .01, such that performance increases from Block 2 to Block 3. The interaction of Type of Sequences ϫ Block of Trials did not reach significance, F(1, 58) ϭ 2.53, MSE ϭ 0.04, p Յ .12. There was also no significant age effect, F(1, 58) ϭ 2.30, MSE ϭ 0.20, p Ͼ .13, and no significant interactions between age and the other factors (Fs Ͻ 1). Therefore, this analysis demonstrated that the magnitude of the repetition effect was the same for younger and older adults.
In the pseudoword condition, the ANOVA confirmed better recall of the repeated sequence over the random sequences, F(1, 58) ϭ 62.75, MSE ϭ 2.81, p Ͻ .01, as well as a significant main effect of block, F(1, 58) ϭ 14.70, MSE ϭ 0.26, p Ͻ .01, such that performance increased across testing. The analysis also revealed that immediate serial recall was superior in younger adults, F(1, 58) ϭ 5.88, MSE ϭ 0.55, p Յ .05. As observed with words, there was no interaction between age and block of trials, F(1, 58) ϭ 2.33, MSE ϭ 0.04, p Ͼ .13, nor was there an interaction between age and type of sequences or between the three factors (Fs Ͻ 1). Despite the reduced performance in immediate serial recall for older adults, the increase in performance for the repeated sequences relative to the random sequences was equivalent for both age groups.
Further analyses indicated that learning occurred very early for both types of material, that is, within the first three repetitions of the repeated sequence. In Block 2, the effect of repetition on supraspan learning (difference score between random and repeated sequences) is significantly greater than 0 for younger adults with words, t(29) ϭ 2.29, p Յ .05, and pseudowords, t(29) ϭ 3.81, p Ͻ .01, as well as in older adults with words, t(29) ϭ 2.12, p Յ .05, and pseudowords, t(29) ϭ 5.07, p Ͻ .01. For both age groups, the differences in accuracy between repeated and random sequences were around 10% and 20% for words and pseudowords, respectively.
Discussion
Our results clearly indicate that learning of a repeated sequence unfolds normally in both younger and older adults when sequences are composed of verbal stimuli. The present results demonstrate that when difficulty level was controlled by adjusting the sequence length to span plus one item and when timing parameters (rate of presentation, time allocated to recall each sequence, delay between occurrences of the repeated sequence) were kept constant in both age groups, older adults display a Hebb effect comparable with what is observed in younger adults.
Our results also demonstrate quite clearly that age differences do not vary on the basis of stimulus familiarity. Indeed, learning in younger and older adults reached the same magnitude when sequences were made of words or pseudowords. Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that acquisition of long-lasting serial order representations does not fluctuate with age.
Experiment 2
Many neuroimaging and neuropsychological studies have indicated that the neurologic bases of verbal and spatial processing can be dissociated (e.g., Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000; D'Esposito et al., 1998) . For example, spatial processing relies on the integrity of the right hemisphere, whereas verbal processing is lateralized to the left hemisphere (Corsi, 1972; Kolb & Whishaw, 1990) . Because age difference is usually more important with spatial material than with verbal material (e.g., Myerson, Emery, White, & Hale, 2003; Myerson, Hale, Rhee, & Jenkins, 1999) , it is possible that the brain areas involved in visuospatial processing would be more affected by aging, leading to a differential effect of aging depending of the nature of the task. In the next study, we wish to determine whether the effect of old age on supraspan learning can be dissociated on the basis of the nature of the stimulus material. We already know from Experiment 1 that old age does not impair learning of verbal sequences. In the following experiment, a modified version of the Corsi's block (Corsi, 1972) , a visuospatial supraspan sequencelearning task, is administered to samples of younger and older adults. As in the verbal learning tasks, a computerized version of the paradigm was developed to allow better control over timing parameters that are known to influence the Hebb effect (Bower & Winzenz, 1969; Melton, 1963) .
Method Participants
Volunteers were recruited as in Experiment 1. Thirty-six younger adults (18 men and 18 women) aged between 20 and 31 years (M ϭ 22.86, SD ϭ 2.23) and 36 older participants (18 men and 18 women) aged between 65 and 80 years (M ϭ 71.78, SD ϭ 4.34) were recruited. All older adults were autonomous and still living at home. Participants declared themselves to be healthy and reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Older adults showed a score on the MMSE (M ϭ 28.49) above the criteria, suggesting the likelihood of general cognitive decline (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) . Younger adults (M ϭ 16.55 years, SD ϭ 1.44) had more years of education than the older adults (M ϭ 12.31 years, SD ϭ 2.70), t(70) ϭ 8.32, p Ͻ .01. However, verbal intelligence, as estimated with a French version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Third Edition Vocabulary subtest (Wechsler, 1997) was comparable between younger (M ϭ 50.17, SD ϭ 6.39) and older (M ϭ 47.97, SD ϭ 5.84) adults, t(70) ϭ 1.52, p Ͼ .07.
Material
Stimuli were presented on a 17-in. monitor connected to a 333-MHz Pentium II PC. Participants sat approximately 65 cm away from the screen. Each visuospatial position was a 4.84-cm 2 dark gray square displayed on a light gray background. Sequences of squares were presented by sequentially changing the color of squares from dark gray to white and back to gray again. In the spatial span and supraspan tasks, the number of positions on the display was adjusted in order to eliminate interference related to distractor items. It has been shown with younger adults that the number of potential positions available on a visuospatial display influences immediate serial recall (Kemps, 1999) . The elimination of distractor items appears particularly relevant with older adults as they are more likely to be distracted by irrelevant information (Hasher, Zacks, & May, 1999) . In the classic display used by Corsi (1972) , sequences that contain less than nine items are produced using a portion of the nine blocks displayed on the board. A reduced visuospatial span of older adults (e.g., Jenkins, Myerson, Joerding, & Hale, 2000) or reduced supraspan learning could be explained by a larger number of distractor items. To control for this interference effect, we corresponded the number of blocks displayed to the number of items contained in the sequence. For the assessment of the spatial span, the display could contain a number of positions that could decrease or increase from trial to trial. In the learning task, the number of squares could only vary from one participant to another as the number of positions on the display was adjusted at span plus one.
Twelve visual displays of 2 to 13 positions were generated for the span and supraspan tasks. Each display was created by adding a new square to the next smaller display. For example, the display of four squares comprised the same three positions as the display of three squares as well as a new position. Average distance between positions was maintained relatively equivalent across displays (around 11.3 cm). In addition, each display offered an asymmetric array of squares that were distributed on the entire available surface.
For the span task, 8 sequences were randomly generated for each list length (2 to 13 items). A sequence could appear only once during span assessment. The length of each sequence was adjusted on each trial according to the participant's performance on the preceding trial. For each participant, 16 sequences were presented in this task.
For the supraspan task, 2 sets of 17 sequences were randomly generated for each length of the supraspan. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two sets. As in Experiment 1, the repeated sequence was presented eight times, once every three trials.
Participants' responses were written down by the experimenter using a designed scoring sheet. When doubtful of her scoring, the experimenter examined the videotape of the testing sessions. Because awareness of the repeated sequence appears as a potential mediator of supraspan learning, younger and older adults' state of awareness was surveyed by a postexperimental questionnaire after completing the spatial supraspan learning task.
Procedure
All participants were tested individually. Instructions were presented on a computer screen. Similar to Experiment 1, a span estimation task was administered first, followed by the supraspan learning task.
Span task. The span task followed the same staircase procedure used in Experiment 1. When uncertain of a position of a specific square within the sequence, participants were encouraged to guess. However, when they did not have any idea of the position of an item within the sequence, they were asked to leave a blank by pointing to the computer screen's frame. They were informed that each list could include anywhere from 2 to 13 squares and that all the squares would successively change color. They were informed that their task was to reproduce the sequence by pointing to the squares on the computer screen. Before the presentation of a sequence, a fixation point appeared in the middle of the screen for 2,300 ms, followed by the display of up to 13 squares for 1,200 ms. Then each item of the presented sequence successively turned temporarily white for 1,300 ms, one after another, with an interitem interval of 200 ms. The end of the sequence was indicated by a recall prompt, which consisted of a brief color change of the display (200 ms, dark gray squares turned to light gray) followed by the presentation of the original display of dark gray squares.
Hebb's supraspan learning task. After span assessment, participants performed Hebb's supraspan learning task. The participants were informed that the number of items to be recalled within each sequence will remain constant throughout the test. A fixed response time window (22 s) was given to participants to recall the sequence. Recall was performed by pointing to the appropriate squares. When the response period elapsed, the next trial began automatically. After completion of this task, participants responded to the postexperimental questionnaire and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Third Edition Vocabulary subtest, followed by the health questionnaire for the younger adults or the MMSE for the older adults. The health questionnaire was administrated by phone to the older adults. The experimental session lasted, on average, 1 hr 30 min.
Results
Span Task
Results indicated that older adults had a lower span (M ϭ 5.61, SD ϭ 0.75) than younger adults (M ϭ 7.09, SD ϭ 0.87), t(1, 70) ϭ 7.73, p Ͻ .01.
Hebb's Supraspan Learning Task
As in Experiment 1, trials were grouped in three blocks. Block 1 represented average serial recall on the first three trials. Block 2 corresponded to average serial recall of Trials 4 through 12, whereas Block 3 comprised Trials 13 through 21.
Serial recall at Block 1. The mean proportion of recalled items on immediate serial recall for younger and older adults reached 0.74 (SD ϭ 0.03) and 0.69 (SD ϭ 0.03), respectively. Immediate serial recall in the first block did not significantly differ for both age groups, t(70) ϭ 1.06, p Ͼ .25.
Learning of the repeated sequence. Identical to the previous experiment, the Hebb effect is examined in Blocks 2 and 3. Block 2 includes Trials 4 through 12, and Block 3 includes Trials 13 through 21. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of age on immediate serial recall on random and repeated sequences in Block 2 and Block 3. For younger adults, the repetition effect (repeatedrandom) reached 7% and 14% at the second and third block of sequences, respectively, whereas in older adults, the repetition effect reached only 1% in both blocks of sequences. A mixed factorial ANOVA of Age ϫ Type of Sequences ϫ Block of Trials (F Ͻ 1) .
Awareness of the repeated sequence. Participants were classified according to their awareness of the repeated sequence on the basis of their responses given to the post hoc questionnaire. Participants who responded "yes" to the question "Did you notice that a sequence of blocks was repeated many times?" were classified as being aware of the repetition. In contrast, participants who answered "no" to that question were classified as unaware. Aware participants were also asked at what point in the task they noticed that a sequence was recurring (either toward the beginning, the middle, or the end of the task). On the basis of the responses to that question, a majority of younger participants (80%) and older adults (69%) noticed that a sequence was repeated. The chi-square test indicated that the number of younger and older adults was evenly distributed according to when they developed awareness of the sequence, 2 (3, N ϭ 72) ϭ 3.59, p ϭ .31. An additional analysis was conducted to examine whether awareness of the repeated sequence influenced is associated with supraspan learning. For this purpose, participants were grouped on the basis of the reported moment of awareness. A late subgroup included unaware participants and those who noticed a repetition toward the end of the task. The other subgroup, early, comprised participants who became aware of the repetition at the beginning or in the middle of the experiment. In Block 2, a series of t tests indicated that there was no effect of moment of awareness on supraspan learning in younger, t(34) ϭ Ϫ0.47, p ϭ .64, and older adults as well, t(34) ϭ 0.02, p ϭ .98.
Intrusion analysis. Because age-related differences were observed on the supraspan learning task, we examined whether a recurrent pattern of errors was produced by the older adults. This type of analysis could give some indications as to why older adults experienced difficulty in learning the task (see Maylor, Vousden, & Brown, 1999 , for a similar analysis applied to memory). For example, constantly recalling an incorrect block at a position in the sequence could reflect some retention of prior performance. Indeed, from sequence to sequence, participants' own reproduction of a sequence could interfere with their memory of a just-seen sequence. In order to find out about the error pattern, one must determine whether participants tend to reproduce the errors they made on previous occurrences of the repeated sequence. A repeated error-pointing to the same incorrect block at the same inappropriate sequential position as it was done at the previous repetition of the sequence-can reflect an intrusion of previous performance. For example, instead of reproducing correctly the repeated sequence (i.e., 1 2 3 4 5 6 7), a participant produced an error (i.e., 1 2 3 4 7 6 5), which is identical to what he or she produced on one of the previous recalls of the repeated sequence (i.e., 1 2 3 4 7 6 5).
A conservative way to estimate whether such intrusions played a role in the high error rates of older adults is to compare intrusions from (a) erroneous responses produced on recall of the last repeated sequence (N Ϫ 3) with (b) responses produced on recall of the previous random sequence (N Ϫ 1). A higher number of intrusions from N Ϫ 3 would indicate intrusion from the previous recall of the repeated sequence. To correct for baseline differences in error rates, we computed the proportion of intrusion errors (intrusion errors/total errors) for N Ϫ 3 trials and N Ϫ 1 trials. Second, maintenance of erroneous responses to the repeated sequence can also be expressed by multiple repetition of the same error in the recall of the repeated sequence throughout the experiment. We refer to those errors as consistent intrusions. For example, one intrusion was scored as such when a participant produced the same error (i.e., 1 2 3 4 7 6 5) three times throughout the experiment. Two consistent intrusions were attributed to a participant when the same error was produced on four occasions. Table 1 shows the proportion of intrusion errors produced in the repeated sequence as function of the source: N Ϫ 3 (repeated sequence) and N Ϫ 1 (random sequence) as well as the number of consistent intrusions for both age groups. A mixed factorial ANOVA of Age (younger vs. older) ϫ Source of Error (random vs. repeated) was applied. The analysis confirmed that the proportion of intrusions from the previous repeated sequence (N -3) is higher then the proportion of intrusions from the previous random sequence (N -1), F(1, 70) ϭ 9.44, MSE ϭ 0.41, p Յ .01. The main effect of age is also significant, F(1, 70) ϭ 4.16, MSE ϭ 0.17, p Յ .05, showing that older adults produced proportionately more intrusion errors than younger adults. No interaction for Age ϫ Source of Error was found, indicating that the source effect is the same for both age groups and that older adults produce the two types of errors more frequently than younger participants did. Finally, older adults produced more consistent intrusions than younger adults did, t(70) ϭ 3.38, p Ͻ .01.
Discussion
Our findings clearly indicate that visuospatial supraspan learning is reduced in older adults. Younger adults expressed reliable learning after three occurrences of the repeated sequence, whereas older adults never demonstrated significant learning of the sequence. The analyses of the pattern of errors indicate that older adults produced more intrusions than younger adults did. They tended to reproduce the same errors over the experiment, suggest- 
General Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 confirm and strengthen previous observations indicating that verbal supraspan learning is not affected by normal aging (Caird, 1966; Gagnon & Winocur, 1996) . In contrast, Experiment 2 provides a clear demonstration that supraspan learning of visuospatial sequences declines with age. Overall, the present findings strongly suggest that supraspan sequence learning in older adults varies according to the nature of the stimuli with which the sequences are made up and/or the responses required to recall the sequences.
The observed dissociation may reflect true differences between multiple processing or neural systems that are involved in supraspan sequence learning. In the implicit learning literature, there is an increasing corpus of evidence consistent with the assumption that learning of different sequences is mediated by several independent learning systems (Frensch & Miner, 1995; Goschke, Friederici, Kotz, & van Kampen, 2001; Koch & Hoffman, 2000; Mayr, 1996) . This hypothesis has received support from positron emission tomography studies showing that learning of location sequences (Grafton, Hazeltine, & Ivry, 1995) and learning of color sequences (Hazeltine, Grafton, & Ivry, 1997) increase the blood flow in two different brain areas. It is also supported by a study using Broca's aphasics and controls in which the Broca's patients were selectively impaired in learning the phoneme sequence relative to learning spatio-motor sequence (Goschke et al., 2001) .
Although imaging data have yet to be collected on the supraspan sequence learning paradigm, there is some evidence from patients' studies that supraspan sequence learning relies on different brain areas and perhaps different systems (Corsi, 1972; Rausch & Ary, 1990) . Lesions to the right medial temporal lobe dramatically reduced learning of visuospatial sequences and preserved verbal sequences learning, whereas lesions to the left medial temporal lobe reduced learning of verbal sequences and preserved visuospatial sequences learning (Corsi, 1972; Rausch & Ary, 1990) . Consistent with the results observed with Brocas's patients (Goschke et al., 2001) , those results suggest that the system underlying verbal sequence learning includes the left anterior brain areas, whereas the system involved in spatial sequence learning would rely more heavily on right brain areas. Recently, Gagnon, Foster, Turcotte, and Jongenelis (2004) reported preserved supraspan sequence learning in patients having circumscribed bilateral lesions to the hippocampus. Supraspan sequence learning was found to be preserved using four supraspan paradigms: the Corsi block, digits, words, and pseudowords. The authors concluded that the hippocampus is not a key structure to supraspan sequence learning. However, reduced learning associated with a lesion to the medial temporal lobe raises the possibility that supraspan sequence learning relies on a system involving surrounding medial temporal structures (for a similar conclusion with the implicit contextual learning paradigm, see Manns & Squire, 2001) .
Other brain areas might also underline the dissociation observed in the present study. For example, positron emission tomography studies (Grafton et al., 1995; Hazeltine et al., 1997) showed that color sequence learning relies on the ventral system including ventral areas of the prefrontal cortex, the parietal-occipital border, and the temporal lobe, whereas spatial sequence learning relies more on a dorsal system. It is possible that the dorsal system, more involved in visuospatial sequence learning relative to verbal sequence learning, would be more sensitive to aging. More specifically, J. H. Howard and Howard (2004) suggested that reduced spatial sequence learning in aging would be related to changes in the frontal-striatal-cerebellar system and might be more specifically related to decline of the prefrontal cortex.
Our results appear also congruent with the findings of previous studies indicating that the effect of old age is more striking on visuospatial tasks than verbal tasks (e.g., Myerson et al., 1999; Park et al., 2002) . The greater age-related deficit in visuospatial relative to verbal processing has been observed in immediate recall tasks (Tubi & Calev, 1989) as well as in working memory tasks (Myerson et al., 1999 (Myerson et al., , 2003 . Greater age-related decline on visuospatial tasks is also obtained when performance is assessed through response time (Hale & Myerson, 1996; Jenkins et al., 2000; Lawrence, Myerson, & Hale, 1998) . This differential effect of aging on verbal and visuospatial processing could potentially be explained by greater age sensitivity of the neural substrates subserving visuospatial processing. Although some imaging studies indicate that processing verbal and spatial material share some common brain areas, many neuroimaging experiments as well as numerous neuropsychological investigations strongly support the postulate that some brain areas primarily subserve visuospatial information whereas others subserve verbal processing (e.g., Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000; D'Esposito et al., 1998) . Typically, verbal processing is largely based on the left hemisphere, whereas spatial processing mostly depends on the integrity of the right hemisphere. Therefore, one hypothesis would be that the right hemisphere shows greater sensitivity to old age relative to the left hemisphere. However, neuroimaging studies conducted thus far do not support this hypothesis (Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2001 ). On the other hand, visuospatial processing also depends on the integrity of the parietal lobe. Because important age-related differences have recently been observed on this brain structure (e.g., McEvoy, Pellouchoud, Smith, & Gevins, 2001) , it is likely that those changes could explain the present findings. However, many brain structures, as well as brain activation patterns, change with age (e.g., Cabeza et al., 2004; Raz, 2000) . Because the brain changes associated with old age are not lateralized or, for that matter, not focalized to specific brain areas, and because supraspan learning rests on the interaction of several cognitive processes, it remains impossible to link spatial supraspan learning observed in older adults to the alteration of specific brain structures. Future brain imaging studies should shed light on this issue.
The dissociation between verbal and spatial supraspan learning in older adults can also be addressed from a cognitive standpoint. One such interpretation emphasizes older adults' greater susceptibility to interference (Lustig, May, & Hasher, 2001; May, Hasher, & Kane, 1999) . Indeed, one could definitely advance that interference is greater in the spatial supraspan task than it is in the verbal version of the task. Spatial sequences are known to share greater similarity with one another than verbal sequences (Baddeley, 1998 ). This interpretation is also sustained by the fact that similarity between sequences (and for that matter increased interference) is known to reduce the Hebb effect (Melton, 1963 (Melton, , 1967 . Our result indicating that more intrusions were generated by the older adults is certainly also consistent with this hypothesis. We observed that errors produced by the participants are likely to influence the next occurrence of the repeated sequence. Similar to the Hebb effect, errors have, at some degree, a long-term influence over participants' performances. Furthermore, the stronger tendency to reproduce the same errors across the experiment is indicative of some interference between what has been seen recently and what has been generated as responses in the past. This finding is quite interesting as it raises the possibility that older adults would overlearn previous responses or develop stereotypical responses, a form of behavior strong enough to induce interference. However, our data do not allow us to pinpoint the factors that underlie this response bias. The pattern of errors observed in our study also raises the possibility that the reproduction of errors has a detrimental effect on supraspan sequence learning. Consistent with this hypothesis, a number of studies have found a detrimental effect of error production on associative and procedural tasks (Wilson, Baddeley, Evans, & Shiel, 1994) , paired associate learning (Squire, Hunkin, & Parkin, 1996 , 1997 , and learning of lists of words (Hunkin, Squire, Parkin, & Tidy, 1998) with frontal lobe lesioned patients as well as in older adults. Although our results are congruent with this interpretation, we cannot firmly conclude that diminished sequence learning in older adults is only attributable to order errors. In other words, it is unclear whether sequence learning would have been equivalent between younger and older adults if order errors were eliminated. The answer to that is probably no, as younger adults also produced this type of error. Experiment 1 could have provided some insight as to the validity of this interpretation, as both age groups showed comparable learning. Unfortunately for us, data were not recorded in a way that would make the analysis of intrusion errors possible.
Another cognitive interpretation associates age-related learning deficits to decreased response speed. This interpretation is motivated by the fact that motor responses are known to be more affected by old age than are verbal responses (e.g., Jenkins et al., 2000) . Response speed is not only slower in older adults, variability is also significantly increased (e.g., MacDonald, Hultsch, & Dixon, 2003) . Because temporal presentation mediates sequence learning (see Bower & Winzenz, 1969; Stadler, 1993) , increased variability and slowing of response speed in older adults could prevent them from learning the recurrent sequence. However, our design prevents us from drawing any definite conclusion on this issue because responses were given orally in the verbal task whereas motor response were recorded in the spatial task and, more important, response time was not recorded. In future experiments, it would be worthwhile to manipulate the similarity in responses and to record the reaction time of the participants.
The two materials that we used also differ on the basis of their familiarity. One would certainly agree that older adults are much less frequently exposed to the type of stimuli shown in the spatial task. According to the familiarity hypothesis, older adults have greater difficulty in processing novel information (e.g., Cornelius, 1984; Kirasic, 1991) , and this would, in turn, decrease sequence learning. This hypothesis does not seem very likely because older adults expressed normal supraspan learning when tested with both words (familiar) and pseudowords (unfamiliar). However, because pseudowords follow the structure of real words and are formed of pronounceable syllables, they could still be considered as relatively familiar material. Furthermore, one cannot rule out all aspects of novelty (such as novelty in the response) that are inherent to the spatial supraspan learning task.
The final issue concerns the role of explicit knowledge on implicit learning (e.g., Stadler & Roediger, 1998) . This question appears to be particularly salient with the Hebb (Hebb, 1961) paradigm. First, the classification of this paradigm as being primarily implicit or explicit is not settled yet (see Seger, 1994) . Because immediate recall is fundamentally explicit by nature and learning is expressed by the exactness of sequence recall, there is clearly room for explicit knowledge of the repeated sequence to take place. Previous studies have shown that amnesic patients who are unable to activate efficient explicit retrieval strategies showed normal supraspan sequence learning (Gagnon, Foster, et al., 2004; Rausch & Ary, 1990) indicating that suprasequence learning does not depend on awareness and explicit knowledge of the repeated sequence. Our findings of preserved verbal sequence learning in older adults suggest that the influence of explicit knowledge interpretation appears to be particularly improbable, at least when tested with verbal versions of Hebb's paradigm. In tasks requesting explicit retrieval, older adults constantly show reduced recall (Arenberg & Robertson-Tchabo, 1977; Gagnon, Bédard, & Turcotte, 2004 ; D. V. Howard & Howard, 1989 , 1992 ; J. H. Howard & Howard, 1997; Kay, 1951; Meulemans & Van der Linden, 1997) . If the awareness interpretation and supraspan learning relied mostly or even partially on explicit knowledge, a superior supraspan learning effect should have been observed in younger participants relative to older adults. However, our study cannot totally rule out the influence of explicit knowledge as an explanation of the age-related difference on visuospatial supraspan learning. Our analysis of the postexperimental questionnaire seems to indicate that awareness of the repetition had no or little influence on visuospatial supraspan learning in both younger and older adults. We do acknowledge the likelihood that the responses given by the participants on that test could have been influenced by their willingness to report that something was recurring rather than their true awareness of the repeated sequence. Because of the inherent limitation of this measure, it remains impossible to state whether awareness of the repetition, which could lead to explicit knowledge of sequence, has absolutely no influence on visuospatial supraspan sequence learning.
Conclusion
In summary, the results of our study clearly indicate that normal aging impairs implicit learning of supraspan visuospatial sequences. In contrast, supraspan learning of verbal stimuli appears fairly impervious to the effect of old age. Using sequences of pseudowords, we also demonstrate that lower supraspan learning of visuospatial sequences could not be attributed to lower familiarity with the testing material. The issues of decreased processing of visuospatial information in older adults as well as the hypothesis of multiple systems involved in supraspan learning appear as likely candidates for the interpretation of the dissociation.
